How to use the Promotions API to
help your properties grow

Disclaimer: all numbers and percentages shown in this presentation can vary by market.
Please bear in mind that these numbers are based on the current business situation, and can change over time, from market to market.
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Why use promotions?
Promotions can help to bring in more bookers. That’s not just down to cheaper prices, but also
the promotional tags, banners and filters that attract guests’ attention.
Booking.com offers properties a number of different deals, so they can choose the one that suits
their own business goals and the current market trends.

Why use the Promotions API?

The Promotions API is all about making
it easier for your accommodation
partners to get the most out of their
business.
Properties aren’t always aware of deals
that they could benefit from. By showing
them these deals, you can help them
target specific guest segments to boost
their revenue.

How the Promotions API has evolved
June 2019

Added Business Bookers and
Country Rates

Promotions API
timeline
September 2019

Q1 2018

Promotions API
released

Added Mobile Rates

We launched the first version of the Promotions API in 2018
This let properties set up Basic, Early Booker and Last Minute deals.

Type of
promotion

Audience

Basic Deal

Restrictions
Non-refundable

Secret deal
Minimum length
of stay

Early Booker Deal

No credit card
required
Last Minute Deal

Everyone

Minimum
availability for
discount

When does the basic deal apply?

Basic

Book start date
date when promotion
becomes available on
Booking.com

Stay end date

Stay start date

date when promotion
stops being applied to
bookings

date when promotion
starts being applied to
bookings

Allow promotion to be visible
only during certain hours
Useful for targeting customers
from specific regions (e.g. US time
zones, to attract US guests).

Include or exclude
Include active
specific dates
days of the week

Book end date

date when promotion
stops being available
on Booking.com

When does the last minute deal apply?

Last Minute

Stay start date

date when promotion starts
being applied to bookings

Set the number of days or
hours before a stay that the
deal applies to

Include active
days of the week

Include or exclude
specific dates

Stay end date

date when promotion stops
being applied to bookings

When does the early booker deal apply?

Early Booker

Stay start date

date when promotion starts
being applied to bookings
Set the number of days
before a stay that the
deal applies to

Include active
days of the week

Include or exclude
specific dates

Stay end date

date when promotion stops
being applied to bookings

Secret Deals are promoted across our website and mobile apps
with special tagging that’s shown to increase revenue

1

2

3

Reach 75 million customers

Maximise visibility with
the Deal Finder page

Minimum discount of 10%
on Secret Deals

Members are told about deals
using our Deal Finder page,
which gives extra promotion to
properties that offer the best
deals.

Properties need to offer a
minimum discount of 10% to
access all the benefits of Secret
Deals.

Secret Deals are offered to loyal
Booking.com customers –
including anyone who has
subscribed to our newsletters or
installed our app.

Always in control
Properties can choose the promotions that suit their needs.

Choose from a number of customisations
These are optional settings, not required to create a promotion

Make it a non-refundable promotion
Add a non-refundable policy to a promotion in order to decrease cancellations
Create Secret Deals
Make a deal secret to maximise the property’s visibility to a selected loyal audience
Specify a length of stay
Choose the number of nights guests need to stay to qualify for this promotion
Make credit cards optional
Choose not to require a credit card for this promotion – this helps increase conversion by making
bookings easier and faster.
Activate discounts based on availability
Set the minimum number of available rooms required for the discount to be displayed

The Promotions API update
Extra tools to target valuable guest segments

Deals in the newest version of the Promotions API
Launched in September 2019

Type of promotion
Basic Deal

Audience
Secret Deal

Early Booker Deal
Last Minute Deal

Everyone

Business Booker Deal

Business travellers

Country Rates

Guests from a specific
country or area

Mobile Rates

New!

Bookers using mobile devices

Restrictions
Non-refundable
Minimum length of stay
No credit card required
Minimum availability for discount

The benefits of attracting business travellers

Our research shows that, compared to
others, business travellers:
●

are 50% less likely to cancel

●

are 60% more likely to be return
guests

●

travel during weekdays and off-peak
periods

Booking.com properties that offer business
rates have seen an average increase of
11% in their total bookings.

The benefits of using Country Rates

Country Rates allow your properties to
offer a particular price to guests from
specific countries. Activating country
rates helps properties:
●

stay competitive within their region

●

attract guests from the fastest
growing countries

●

remain competitive on metasearch
sites

●

reduce cancellation rates

Why are Mobile Rates important?

Mobile Rates allow properties to target
more valuable and active bookers.
●

Globally, mobile bookings grew by
25% from 2017 to 2018 on
Booking.com.

●

Mobile Rates drive an average of
26% more bookings from mobile
customers.

●

Mobile Rates deliver an average of
3% higher click-through rates from
search results to the property page.

New!

Useful resources

Find out more about the Promotions
API – take a look at these resources:
●
●

Promotions documentation
Connectivity Partner Help Centre

If you have other questions, please
contact our support team at
connectivity@booking.com.

Thank you!

